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Abstract: Heat islands and warming temperatures are a growing global public health concern. Although cities are implementing cooling interventions, little is known about their efficacy. We conducted a literature review of field studies measuring the impact of urban cooling interventions, focusing on cooling centers, misting stations, cool pavements, and cool or green roofs. A total of 23 articles met the inclusion criteria. Studies of cooling centers measured the potential impact, based on evaluations of population proximity and heat-vulnerable populations. Reductions in temperature were reported for misting stations and cool pavements across a range of metrics. Misting station use was evaluated with temperature changes and user questionnaires. The benefits and disadvantages of each intervention are presented, and metrics for evaluating cooling interventions are compared. Gaps in the literature include a lack of measured impacts on personal thermal comfort, limited documentation on intervention costs, the need to standardize temperature metrics, and evaluation criteria.
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1. Introduction

Heat islands are a result of anthropogenic activities, wherein urban areas are warmer than neighboring rural areas, due to differences between the built environments. Urban surfaces and structures experience higher temperatures, compared to the larger green spaces and greater vegetation of rural areas [1,2]. Exposure to extreme heat is of increasing concern for public health [3,4]. Considered a “silent killer”, estimates of annual heat related deaths in the USA range from 600 to upwards of 6000 [5,6]. Heat contributes to all-cause cardiovascular illness, as well as lung damage, hospitalizations due to heat related illnesses [7], mental health conditions, and adverse pregnancy and birth outcomes [7,8]. Within cities, some populations are more vulnerable to heat effects, due to variability in heat exposure and the physiological ability to respond to heat. Older adults and infants are less capable of thermoregulation; people with underlying medical conditions, including respiratory and cardiovascular disease, are more vulnerable to heat illness, and people with limited personal financial resources may be less equipped to adapt to higher temperatures [9].

Cities worldwide are implementing heat adaptation and mitigation interventions to reduce the urban heat island effect and extreme heat exposures [10]. As listed by the Environmental Protection Agency (USA EPA), these interventions may include: trees/vegetation, green and cool roofs, cool pavements, and broadly improved infrastructure that invests in ‘greener’ practices [11]. Cities are also investing in tackling disparities to heat exposures, some of which are the result of historic neighborhood disinvestment and discriminatory housing practices that affect low-income households and specific racial and ethnic groups (Hispanic and non-Hispanic/Black race/ethnicities) [12–17]. However, little is known...
about intervention efficacy or the optimal metrics to evaluate intervention impacts on temperature exposures and health.

The objective of this literature review is to understand how this set of four cooling interventions have been evaluated in the literature, the extent to which they are deemed effective, and opportunities for future research. This work is part of the Chelsea and East Boston Heat Study (C-HEAT), a collaborative research partnership between GreenRoots in Chelsea, MA (a grassroots environmental justice organization) and investigators at the Boston University School of Public Health in Boston, MA. This review was motivated by heat-vulnerable communities in Massachusetts that are interested in implementing interventions to reduce the urban heat island effect and improve public health.

2. Materials and Methods

We conducted a review of studies of four interventions often used in urban areas: cooling centers, misting stations, cool (or green) roofs, and cool pavements. The literature search included Web of Science (1990-4/6/2021) and PubMed (1990-10/2/2020), using the PRISMA guidelines for reporting systematic reviews [18]. The PubMed search used Boolean and MeSH terms; the Web of Science advanced search engine used Boolean terms and the built-in Keyword Plus tool. Specific search terms are provided in Appendix A.

Qualitative, quantitative, or mixed-method evaluations of interventions in the field were included, with and without human participants. Although lab experiments, simulations, and modeling claim evidence of cooling, studies are lacking on their ability to modify measured temperatures or thermal comfort in real world applications [19–21]. Controlled laboratory studies, models, and simulated intervention studies were excluded from this review. The PubMed and Web of Science searches and screening for eligible articles were conducted by one reviewer, while the data extraction was distributed amongst a team of six reviewers. Information extracted included: intervention location/setting, study objectives, intervention descriptions, exposure(s) and outcome(s), evaluation metrics, results/findings, intervention benefits and disadvantages, community engagement, and attention to vulnerable populations.

3. Results

Search results are detailed in the PRISMA flow diagram in Figure 1 [18]. PubMed yielded 272 articles that matched the search terms. Five were deemed eligible: two articles on cooling centers and three on cool/green roofs. Web of Science yielded 24 cool/green roof articles (three eligible), 186 cool pavement articles (five eligible), 118 misting station articles (seven eligible), and 26 cooling centers articles (two eligible).

3.1. Cool Pavements

Five studies focused on cool pavements in Los Angeles, California, USA [22], Taipei City, Taiwan [23], Acharnes, Greece [24], Ames, Iowa, USA [25], and greater Athens, Greece [26]. Each considered a different type of cool pavement, including solar reflective coating (Guard Top CoolSeal) [22], porous/permeable concrete bricks and porous asphalt [23,24], pervious concrete pavement [25], and light-yellow concrete blocks [26]. Table 1 provides a summary of the types of cool pavements assessed, evaluation metrics used, and intervention results.
Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram.

Table 1. Summary of evaluation metrics and results from cool pavement intervention studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cool Pavement Type</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Article Location &amp; Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar-reflective Guard Top CoolSeal</td>
<td>Hourly measurements: radiation flux densities, ambient air temperature, surface temperature, horizontal wind speed, relative humidity</td>
<td>CoolSeal surface was 6 °C cooler than control at midday, mean radiant temperature was 4 °C hotter at midday</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA, USA [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous concrete bricks and porous asphalt</td>
<td>Ten-minute measurements: surface temperature, over 12-h</td>
<td>Surface temperature, compared to control pavement: up to 17 °C cooler for porous asphalt and up to 14.3 °C cooler for permeable bricks</td>
<td>Taipei City, Taiwan [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous concrete bricks and porous asphalt</td>
<td>Hourly thermal images to collect surface temperature, solar reflectivity was 0.69</td>
<td>Compared to control, averaged 0.3K cooler ambient temperature</td>
<td>Acharnes, Greece [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pervious concrete pavement</td>
<td>Daily and cumulative: heat gains, ambient air temperature data collected over the course of a summer</td>
<td>Lower cumulative heat gain, compared to control</td>
<td>Ames, IA, USA [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-yellow concrete blocks</td>
<td>Two days of measuring: surface temperature, ambient air temperature, wind speed, pollutant concentration, calculated cooling power comfort index; solar reflectivity exceeded 0.85</td>
<td>Surface temperature averaged 11.3 °C cooler than control</td>
<td>Athens, Greece [26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.1. Cool Pavement Evaluation Protocols

Evaluations were designed to quantify the heat differences for cool, compared to control (existing or conventional), pavements by examining surface temperature, ambient air temperature, and heat gain measurements. Two of the five studies estimated human thermal comfort via mean radiant temperature [22] and cooling power comfort index (calculated using observed mean radiant temperature and wind speed) [26]. None included study participants, and one intervention explicitly considered vulnerable populations when trying to find a study location [22].

In Los Angeles, black asphalt pavement was coated with highly reflective Guard Top CoolSeal surfacing in several neighborhoods across 10–12 street blocks each [22]. Data collection took place over the course of one summer day (30 July 2019), from 11:00:00 AM to 9:00:00 PM PDT, in the form of hourly measurements via MaRTy, including: six-directional longwave radiation flux densities, shortwave radiation flux densities (radiation flux densities calculated mean radiant temperature), ambient air temperature, surface temperature, horizontal wind speed, and relative humidity.

In Taipei City, Taiwan, investigators compared 200 m of porous concrete pavement and 200 m of porous asphalt pavement installed in a bicycle lane/pedestrian walkway in front of a high school, with regular concrete and asphalt materials during the wet months of April 2018 and May 2019, as well as the dry month of August 2018 [23]. Surface temperature was collected in 10-min intervals at nine locations between 9:00:00 AM and 9:00:00 PM.

In Athens, Greece, approximately 4500 square-meters of light-yellow concrete blocks were installed in Flisvos park in June and July 2010 [26]. The cool pavement blocks were chosen for their high reflectivity of >0.85 [26]. Surface temperature, ambient temperature, wind speed, and pollutant concentration were collected on two days pre- and post-intervention (for a total of four days) using a mobile station on a vehicle. Additionally, the cooling power comfort index was used to determine thermal comfort, including the mean ambient temperature and wind speed from eight locations (“reference points”) in the calculations [26].

3.1.2. Cool Pavement Intervention Results: Surface Temperature, and Ambient Temperature

In Los Angeles, CoolSeal reduced surface temperatures, compared to unchanged asphalt, throughout the observation period. The greatest differences were recorded at midday, when CoolSeal measured approximately 6 °C lower than untreated asphalt concrete [22]. At night, the reflective pavement was between 1.6 and 1.8 °C cooler than the control. However, there was a gain in the net radiation, such that the mean radiant temperature at midday for the reflective pavement was 4.0 degrees hotter [22]. Given this increase, the authors suggest that people would not want to use hotter sidewalks and state that reflective pavement coatings may not be well-suited to all climates and cities [22].

In Taipei, during storm events, porous asphalt and permeable interlocking concrete bricks showed lower surface temperatures than regular pavements [23]. During dry periods, the surface temperatures of both intervention pavements increased more rapidly as ambient air temperature increased, and they decreased more quickly as ambient air temperature...
decreased [23]. Observations for 14 September 2018, between 9:00:00 AM and 9:00:00 PM, showed lower temperatures for both intervention materials, compared to the conventional pavement, with a maximum difference of 17 °C for the porous asphalt and 14.3 °C for the permeable interlocking concrete bricks. During storm events, porous asphalt and permeable interlocking concrete bricks showed lower surface temperatures than regular pavements [23].

In Acharnes, Greece, the cool pavement lowered surface temperatures and improved “outdoor conditions” [24]. The mean of the maximum summertime ambient temperatures was 0.3 K cooler for the cool pavement areas, compared to the conventional pavement. The surface temperature was reduced by 10 K [24]. Envi-met simulation predicted similar results.

In Ames, Iowa, during the peaks of five heat waves (wherein a heat wave is more than one day with maximum temperatures above 30 °C), the pervious concrete intervention pavement had lower cumulative heat gains post-heat wave peak [25]. Additionally, sensitivity analyses demonstrated that, on heating days, the intervention pavement had lower cumulative heat gains than the control or traditional concrete. The authors suggest that some of the cooling in the previous system may be attributable to the evaporation of water after rainfall.

The Athens cool pavement intervention, via the cooling power comfort index equation, determined that comfort conditions after installing the pavement dropped from extremely hot to quite/very hot (with the exception being the area monitored near the coast), and the number of visitors to the area increased [26]. While the conventional pavement mean surface temperature was 48.1 °C, the intervention pavement mean surface temperature was 36.8 °C, although comparisons of the cool and conventional pavements near the park yielded negligible differences closer to the sea.

3.2. Cooling Centers

Four studies evaluated cooling centers, also referred to as “heat refuges” located in Pittsburgh, PA [27], Portland, OR [28], Maricopa County, AZ, and Los Angeles County, CA [29,30]. Cooling centers included libraries, community centers, commercial spaces, and other public buildings with cooling systems available to city residents during extreme heat events. In each article, cooling centers included formal/designated heat refuges and informal/volunteer refuges. Formal heat refuges are buildings that are designated by the city as places for residents to cool off during heat events, whereas volunteer refuges are not formally listed by cities, but open for residents looking for air-conditioned spaces. Informal refuges often include malls, museums, movie theaters, and other commercial places that people go to escape hot weather.

3.2.1. Cooling Center Evaluation Protocols

All four studies focused on evaluating the population-level proximity, using network analysis software to examine the characteristics and number of residents with access to the cooling centers as an adaptive mechanism for coping with extreme heat events [27–30]. None of the studies measured the temperatures at the cooling centers or human exposure. Access was quantified by the total proportions of the populations in the respective cities within specified travel sheds of cooling centers. A range of demographic characteristics (e.g., race, income, age, language, educational attainment, ethnicity, employment, and health insurance status) for populations with and without these sheds were assessed for equity of access, which was considered critical by authors for evaluating the efficacy of extreme heat exposure interventions.

In three of the four articles evaluating cooling centers, heat vulnerability indexes (HVIs) were developed to analyze the equity of access [27,29,30]. The Pittsburgh study identified six principal factors for their HVI: age, isolation, economic resources, cool spaces, education, language, race, ethnicity, and greenspace [27]. Los Angeles HVI variables included the percent of households: without vehicles, renting, with income below poverty, uninsured, and foreign-born. Maricopa HVI variables included the percent: Hispanic/Latino households,
foreign-born, uninsured, income below poverty, construction workers, and single female householders [29]. In Portland, equity of access was characterized by census-block group data on income, race, education, age, and language [28].

3.2.2. Cooling Center Results: Accessibility and Equity

In Pittsburgh, with the demand for cooling centers per census block group weighted by the HVI, analyses of both present and future access identified the same three highest need neighborhoods, where the authors suggest that maintaining existing cooling centers and opening additional locations should be a priority [27]. In Maricopa, a greater proportion of the official cooling centers served vulnerable populations (25 of 46 official centers), compared to Los Angeles (9 of 94 official centers). However, 46% of the Los Angeles centers were in places with an already high prevalence of publicly accessible air conditioning (AC), compared to 75% in Maricopa. The researchers used the HVI and a location-allocation mapping tool to identify 10 facilities in each county that would maximize accessibility to the greatest number of people in HVI-specific populations [29]. The Portland analysis found that, at an average walking speed, census blocks with higher proportions of Black/African American populations had greater access to cooling centers, while census blocks with higher proportions of elderly or Asian populations had lower access. The range of access, which changes based on walking speed, is 3.4%, 16.9%, and 32.7% for slow, average, and fast walking speeds, respectively [28]. Further analyses of baseline heat exposure factors considered additional vulnerabilities to extreme heat events—central AC prevalence by block group and urban heat island effect—and found that, in Portland, access was limited for slower walkers, as well as Asian and elderly populations [28].

3.3. Misting Stations

Seven articles evaluated public misting stations designed to cool places and people via water droplets during extreme heat events. Misting stations were located in Osaka, Japan [31], Ancona and Rome, Italy [32–34], Singapore [35], Antofagasta, Chile [36], and Tempe, Arizona [37]. Evaluations were supported by a variety of metrics captured by sensors, indices, meteorological data, and comfort surveys administered to participants, and they measured participants’ physiological responses to the misting system.

3.3.1. Misting Station Design

Two studies evaluated ‘dry’ misting systems, which are designed to cool users without causing dampness, which is accomplished through the particularly small water droplet sizes achieved in the systems, considered optimal for cooling off in humid climates [35]. In Singapore, the dry misting station was placed under a gazebo two meters from the participant seating and composed of two high pressure air jets, which, when aimed at a water jet, produce fine water droplets [35]. A total of 50 participants, aged 20–30, sat below the misters for a 30-min period and measurements were collected on the globe and ambient air temperature, relative humidity, and solar irradiance immediately to the front of the participants’ seating [35]. The second dry mist system consisted of six nozzles, located one meter apart and fed by the fountain in a playground in Rome [32].

The two articles in Ancona and Rome, Italy, tested an overhead system fed by a local fountain. In the second iteration, the system was programmed to regulate misting based on weather conditions [33,34]. In Antofagasta, Chile, a misting station prototype with the capacity for direct and indirect misting was installed in a particularly hot location with mostly dark surfaces and little shade [36]. While the station is not referred to as a ‘dry’ misting system, authors emphasize that the prototype was designed to emit fine droplets of water to avoid leaving participants feeling damp after using the station [36]. The study in Osaka, Japan, set up a spray station consisting of eight nozzles attached to a fan spraying mist on the participating students in a shaded-tree area [31]. In Tempe, Arizona, USA, researchers focused on the cooling capacity of the misting stations installed in shaded,
compared to sunny, areas at five restaurants with outdoor seating, where temperatures often exceed 43 °C in the summer [37].

3.3.2. Misting Station Evaluation Protocols

The thermal comfort of people using misting stations was evaluated with qualitative and quantitative data. Five articles used thermal comfort metrics to quantify the cooling capacity of misting stations. These included study participants’ skin temperatures, perceived humidity, universal thermal climate index (UTCI), and the physiological equivalent temperature (PET). The UTCI and PET require data collection on ambient air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, globe temperature, and pressure, as well as inputs for standardized personal human parameters (average height, clothing, etc.) [36,37].

In Arizona, misting stations were installed at five restaurants, and data were sampled in four conditions for 10 min in 10-s intervals each: sun, shade, sun and misting station, and shade and misting station [37]. For the study of a misting prototype conducted in Antofagasta, Chile, participants completed questionnaires on comfort after spending 10 min in the ambient environment (ambient conditions: 30 °C, windy, and cloudy) and after 2–10 min in the mist [36]. The authors used meteorological data to calculate the UTCI, with pre- and post-misting questionnaires administered to study participants [36]. The misting station interventions conducted in Rome and Ancona, Italy, assessed participants’ thermal comfort via questionnaires, comparing intervention locations to non-intervention location temperature, humidity, and wind gradients [33]. The Osaka, Japan, study collected participant data via interviews, logging skin temperature, and collecting pre- and post-misting thermal comfort scoring [31].

3.3.3. Misting Station Results

In all seven evaluations, misting stations were found to successfully cool the spaces where they were installed. Two studies did not include participants, nor were there any analyses of thermal comfort [32,34]. The study in Rome was focused on developing a water spray model, using the misting station to compare simulations with measures [32]. In determining which misting station setup optimized the change in ambient air temperature, the authors reported increased cooling when the station had a greater number of misting nozzles set at lower heights, with the effectiveness decreasing at higher wind speeds [32]. In Ancona, Italy, data collected over a week in August (in 10-s intervals) for temperature and relative humidity demonstrated maximum cooling by 7.4 °C, with relative humidity increases measuring under 13% [34].

The five studies that included study participants found misting stations to have cooling effects. These included decreases in the PET and UTCI metrics in Arizona, USA [36], and Antofagasta, Chile [37]. Study participants at the University of Singapore [35], Rome and Ancona, Italy, and Osaka, Japan, reported feeling cooler after using misting stations, further evidenced by the measured decreases in skin temperature. In Antofagasta, Chile, researchers reported 15 °C cooling in both the UTCI and ambient air temperature [37]. The dry mist system tested at the University of Singapore found that, after using the misting station, 70% of study participants reported feeling cooler on the ASHRAE TSV scale (measuring thermal sensation—how warm it feels), and 50% reported feeling cooler on the Bedford TCV scale (measuring comfort—how comfortable the temperature is) [35]. The study in Rome and Ancona, Italy, found agreement in the qualitative data on perceived coolness and the quantitative measurements; misting areas dropped in temperature by approximately 8 °C [33]. In Osaka, Japan, the skin temperatures of participants dropped (nearly instantaneously) an average of approximately 1 °C, and thermal comfort changed from hot to slightly cool [34]. In Arizona, misting stations placed in the shade significantly lowered the PET (−15.5 °C, p < 0.05) and UTCI (−9.7 °C, p < 0.05) [37].
3.4. Cool Roofs

Eight cool roof intervention studies were from Hong Kong, China [38], New York City, USA [39], Ahmedabad, India [40], El Koura, Lebanon [41], Osaka and Kyoto, Japan [42], Rome and Milano, Italy [43], Acharnes, Greece [24], and Beirut, Lebanon [44]. Numerous types of cool roofs were assessed, including intensive and extensive green roofs, high-reflective and white roofs, thermocol insulated roofs, Modroofs, and garden box roofs. Intensive green roofs are roofs with a substrate depth greater than 150-mm and may include herbaceous ground cover, shrubs, and trees, whereas extensive green roofs have shallower depths and, thus, low-growing vegetation [38,39]. Highly reflective roofs and white roofs both are designed to increase the surface reflectivity by painting or installing white or highly reflective roofing materials [40]. Thermocol roofing is an insulation material installed below the current roof inside the home. Modroofs, or modular roofing, consist of waterproof roofing panels made from recycled materials [40]. Finally, garden box roofs, a variety of which were assessed in the articles reviewed here, consist of garden boxes installed on rooftops with plant, soil, and water contents [41,42,44]. All studies included a ‘control roof’ or comparison roof, in the form of a bare or black roof. Two of the cool roof studies considered human-effects of interventions [38,40] via qualitative data from study participants. Two studies examined the energy savings resulting from cool or green roof installation [24,39]. An overview of the parameters and results of the various cool roofs is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of evaluation metrics and results from cool roof intervention studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Roof</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Article and Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive green roof</td>
<td>Collected sunny and cloudy day measurements of ambient air temperature, relative humidity, black globe temperature, insolation, wind speed, and surface temperature to calculate the UTCI and PET</td>
<td>Compared to control in sunny weather: surface temperature cooler by 4.9 °C, ambient air temperature by 1.6 °C, UTCI by 5.5 °C, and PET by 10.9 °C</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-reflective roof, extensive green roof</td>
<td>Measured surface, ambient air temperature, and surface albedo at two sampling times (at night and during the day)</td>
<td>The surface temperature for the white and green roofs had a 30 °C lower oscillation than the control roof</td>
<td>New York City, USA [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermocol, solar reflective paint, airtite ventilation sheeting, modular roofing</td>
<td>Minutely measurements of indoor ambient air temperature and humidity</td>
<td>Indoor ambient air temperature significantly lower for solar reflective white paint (compared to unpainted tin) and thermocol (compared to tin/asbestos)</td>
<td>Ahmedabad, India [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel, thin soil vegetated, thick soil vegetated</td>
<td>Minutely measurements for one year of ambient air temperature and surface temperature</td>
<td>Thick soil decreased ambient air temperatures by 35%, compared to a drop by 34% for thin soil</td>
<td>El Koura, Lebanon [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroponic greening system for rice</td>
<td>Measured heat flux, surface temperature, and ambient air temperature above systems Solar reflectance measured every three months for two years</td>
<td>Hydroponic ambient air temperature was 1.8 °C cooler than the comparison</td>
<td>Osaka and Kyoto, Japan [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified bitumen, PVC, polyolefin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Solar reflectivity diminished by 0.14 and 0.22 at the respective sites</td>
<td>Rome and Milano, Italy [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray roof tiles</td>
<td>Measured energy saved inside the building and surface temperature of tiles</td>
<td>Energy use was reduced by 17% in the summer months</td>
<td>Acharnes, Greece [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden boxes (one with mulch substrate, the other cardboard pellets)</td>
<td>Measured temperature under garden boxes and plant growth in the garden boxes</td>
<td>Mulch substrate measured a maximum temperature 2 °C cooler than control box</td>
<td>Beirut, Lebanon [44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.1. Cool Roof Evaluation Methods

An intensive green roof was evaluated, in comparison to a bare roof, in the humid-subtropical Hong Kong climate for 21 sunny days and 18 cloudy days in the summer of 2016 [38]. Using high-precision sensors installed at the center of each roof, ambient air temperature, relative humidity, black globe temperature, insolation, wind speed, and surface temperature data were collected and used as inputs in two indices for estimating thermal comfort: UTCI and PET. In New York City, three roof types were compared in a study from October 2008 through September 2009: a black roof, high-reflective roof, and extensive green roof, all installed on top of a three-story office building [39]. This study measured the air and surface temperatures at 1:00:00 AM and 1:00:00 PM each day, as well as the surface albedo of roofs. A study in El Koura, Lebanon, installed three roof types in 70 × 70 cm boxes on a building for one year: gravel, thin soil vegetated, and thick soil vegetated [44]. Air and surface temperature measurements were sampled minutely for a year (14 January–21 December) to compare data across the four seasons in 2016. Additionally, in Lebanon, two open garden boxes (soil/waste/mulch substrate and soil/waste/cardboard pellets) installed on one rooftop on a building in Beirut were evaluated [44], using the temperatures measured underneath the garden boxes. Plant growth was also measured. In Ahmedabad, an intervention study examined 12 non-intervention roofs (tin, asbestos, and reinforced cement), compared with four types of cool roofs (thermocol roof, solar reflective white paint, Airlite ventilation sheeting, and modular roofing) installed for assessment during the hot post-monsoon season in 16 homes located in an urban slum [40]. Temperature and humidity were measured using a sensor logging minutely data from 10:00:00 AM to 5:00:00 PM daily, and each household completed a questionnaire on socioeconomic conditions, heat stress vulnerabilities, house type, and ventilation sources. In Osaka and Kyoto, Japan, two roofs (the Osaka Gas building and a university building at Kyoto University) had hydroponic urban greening systems for growing rice installed, each system had three pools with rice plants and 10 cm of water fed by two tanks, with data collected for two summer months on two consecutive years [42]. Data were logged for heat flux, surface temperature, and ambient air temperature, as measured on the water in the pools. In another, more experimental, study, two buildings in Rome and Milano, Italy, were setup with 4 × 4 inch solar reflectance roof samples of three types of non-black waterproof materials (modified bitumen, PVC, and polyolefin) to determine which was most effective [43]. The samples weathered for two years, with solar reflectance (measured on a scale from 0 to 1) at three-month intervals for samples set at 45-degree slopes and flat slopes. Finally, in Acharnes, Greece, in a study of both cool roof and cool pavement interventions, an office building was fitted with new, gray-colored cool roof tiles and monitored for energy saved via a decrease in maximum power, surface temperature, and fluctuation of surface temperature [24].

3.4.2. Cool Roof Results: Thermal Comfort and Meteorological Data

Both studies that looked at thermal comfort reported positive meteorological and thermal comfort changes, due to cool roofs. Compared to a bare rooftop, the intensive green roof in Hong Kong found a 4.9 °C cooler surface temperature and 1.6 °C cooler ambient air temperature, with a lower UTCI by 5.5 °C and lower PET by 10.9 °C on sunny days [38]. The Ahmedabad, India, study of various roofing technologies found significantly lower indoor temperatures (p < 0.05) for the solar-reflective white paint roof (compared to unpainted tin roof) and thermocol ceiling (compared to tin or asbestos roofs). Questionnaires, submitted by 16 female heads-of-household, found that most homes had floors made of sand and cement; all had electric fans, but none had AC. Forty-five percent of respondents reported heat-related illnesses during the study, of which, 80% participants reported summer as the least comfortable season [40]. The preferred roof type is the thermocol roof, based on questionnaire feedback (also informed by prior knowledge that the white paint would wear over time) [40]. While this study did not directly measure UTCI, PET, or another thermal comfort index, the questionnaire included feedback on participants’ experiences with
indoor temperatures, as well as the baseline demographic and socioeconomic conditions of the intervention homes.

In the experimental study of two buildings in Rome and Milano, Italy, the samples of solar reflective roof types weathered for two years, with solar reflectance measured at three-month intervals. While all samples decreased solar reflectance, the two roofs with high initial solar reflectance (~0.80) dropped by 0.14 and 0.22 over the two-year study period [43]. A study in El Koura, Lebanon, installed two extensive green roofs on one rooftop, with 8 and 16 cm substrate depths, respectively [41]. The extensive green roof with 8 cm substrate depth reduced summer ambient air temperature on the rooftop by 34.07%, whereas the 16 cm substrate depth reduced summer ambient air temperatures by 35.13% [41]. Over all seasons monitored, the greatest decrease in rooftop ambient air temperatures (by approximately 44%) for the two extensive green roofs was in fall [41]. The evaluation of open garden boxes in Beirut, Lebanon, found the garden box with mulch substrate most effective at cooling, with the warmest temperature measuring 2 °C cooler than the peak temperature over the empty control box [44]. In Osaka and Kyoto, Japan, the ambient air temperature in hydroponic gardens was lower than the bare roof ambient air temperature, except on days with precipitation, and solar and net radiation negatively impacted the green roofs’ abilities to mitigate urban heat. The average difference in temperatures, comparing the hydroponic to the bare roof, was 1.8 °C, with the hydroponic roof being statistically significantly cooler than the bare roof (p < 0.05) [42]. In the temperate climate of New York City, three roof types were compared: black roof, high-reflective roof, and extensive green roof, all installed on top of a three-story office building [39]. The roof types were evaluated based on the change in temperature oscillation. The black roof oscillated 60 °C, compared to 30 °C, for the white and green roofs. Additionally, authors found that the total energy use required for the intervention roofs vs bare roof decreased, due to both observed temperature differences and energy saving in the construction and roof replacement processes.

3.4.3. Cool Roof Results: Energy Savings

Two of the cool roof articles quantified the changes in energy used by the intervention-buildings [24,39]. In Greece, researchers found that energy use in the office building with cool roof tile decreased both in winter and summer, with a total percent energy-use reduction of 17%; they found significant changes in the summer months of July and August [24]. The study found decreased average peak surface temperature contributed to 4.79% of energy savings, and the peak power reduction necessary for cooling decreased by 10.4%. For the study of white and green roofs installed on an office building in NYC, authors determined that both roofs contribute to decreases in building energy use, with green roofs contributing to energy savings up to 110% that of white roof savings, as measured in equivalent kilograms of carbon dioxide (carbon dioxide emissions avoided due to decreased energy use demands) [39].

3.5. Summary of Metrics, Benefits, and Disadvantages in Cooling Intervention Evaluations

Table 3 presents a summary of evaluation metrics applied across the four cooling interventions, which can be used by researchers designing future cooling intervention evaluation studies. Table 4 provides descriptions of the metrics used to evaluate population accessibility and vulnerability. Table 5 provides descriptions of the comfort metrics referenced in the articles reviewed.
Table 3. Temperature metrics and derived indexes used to evaluate cool pavement, cooling center, misting station, and cool roof interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature Evaluation Metrics</th>
<th>Cool Pavements</th>
<th>Cooling Centers</th>
<th>Misting Stations</th>
<th>Cool Roofs</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface temperature</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[22–24,26,37,38,41,42,44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air temperature (ambient)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[25,26,32,35–38,40–42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air temperature (indoor)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiant temperature</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat gain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted temperature</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[24,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globe temperature</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>[22,33,38,40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[22,26,36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Reflectivity/irradiance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[24,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insolation</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[39,43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat flux</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling power comfort index (wind and ambient temperature)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal thermal climate index (UTCI)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[36–38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological equivalent temperature (PET)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[36–38]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Population accessibility and vulnerability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooling Centers</th>
<th>Cool Roofs</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equitable access with heat vulnerability index (HVI)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access weighted by income, race, education, age, and language</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to cooling centers, no vulnerability adjustment</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>[27–30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES, heat stress, housing type, and ventilation vulnerability</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Thermal comfort metrics and definitions, as provided in the literature reviewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal Comfort Metric</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASHRAE TSV scale</td>
<td>How warm a participant feels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford TCV scale</td>
<td>How comfortable a participant feels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal comfort questionnaire</td>
<td>Participants respond to questionnaire prompts with questions about comfort and cooling capacity of the intervention in question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological equivalent temperature (PET) and universal thermal climate index (UTCI)</td>
<td>PET [45] and UTCI [46]: require data collection on ambient air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, globe temperature, and pressure, as well as inputs for standardized personal human-parameters (average height, clothing, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling power comfort index</td>
<td>A calculation based on observed mean radiant temperature and wind speed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 provides a breakdown of the benefits and disadvantages of the four interventions evaluated in the articles reviewed.
Table 6. Summary of benefits and disadvantages of each of the four cooling interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cool pavements</td>
<td>• Decrease surface temperatures of paved surfaces [22–26]</td>
<td>• Can increase mean radiant temperatures, making it uncomfortable for persons standing on the pavement [22,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Have lower cumulative heat gain [25]</td>
<td>• Can be expensive to install (varies depending on material)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Limit access to comforts of home (food, clean bathrooms, and other amenities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be costly (e.g., movie theaters [30])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be hard to access for residents with disabilities or mobility challenges [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• May present additional heat exposures and limitations (i.e., waits for public transportation, transit costs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Create a conflict with sustainability goals by relying on AC [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling centers</td>
<td>• Can offer heat respite for vulnerable populations, including: residents without AC at home, persons without homes, children, and elderly persons [27,29,30]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misting stations</td>
<td>• Provide comfortable refuges from the heat [31,34,35]</td>
<td>• Consume water, which may not be available in different geographic regions or during droughts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cool the ambient air temperature in the stations [32,34,36,37]</td>
<td>• Are costly to install and upkeep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool roofs</td>
<td>• Reduce ambient and indoor temperatures [38–41]</td>
<td>• Require upkeep and maintenance (i.e., repainting and gardening care) [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease energy demands for heating and air conditioning [24,39]</td>
<td>• Are costly to install</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can provide accessible green spaces</td>
<td>• Can add excess weight to buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

We found a limited number of articles evaluating the field implementation of cooling centers, misting stations, cool roofs, and cool pavements. Overall, the five cool pavement articles indicated that intervention pavements are effective, according to at least one observed metric. Some concerns, such as highly reflective surfaces and the experience of pedestrians, were briefly considered in two articles [22,26]. However, most of the studies gave little to no consideration of the human impacts of cool pavements. None included questionnaires or human participants, nor did they directly assess the thermal impact of cool pavements on the people using them. Additionally, while the articles all assessed variations of cool pavements, including coated, porous, etc., there was no assessment of applicability of findings to different urban climates. If water storage and release of heat is a cooling component of porous pavements, consideration for alternative approaches in areas with little precipitation is relevant [25].

The fundamental limitation in the literature on cooling centers as heat refuges is that none measure the actual usage of cooling centers by residents in the cities of interest. Key components that remain unanswered by the current evaluation strategies include: the number of people entering a facility on a given day during a heat wave; the average length of time a person uses the cooling center; thermal comfort experienced by the populations using the facilities (both pre- and post-use); motivations, facilitators, and barriers for spending time in the center; demographics of visitors (e.g., age, ethnicity, and sex); means (walking, driving, and public transit) by which persons access the facility; and typical (and optimal) hours of cooling center operations, etc.

Inequities in access to cooling centers by race and age were documented both within and between the city/county comparisons of cooling center networks [27,29]. While the set of HVIs developed in several of the articles identified address age, race, economic, language, and transportation inequities in access to cooling centers, additional concerns arose in light of intersecting with COVID pandemic precautions [28–30]. In an article published in August of 2020, authors cautioned against the use of cooling centers, due to COVID spread, despite simultaneously noting the increased efforts in the past two decades in cities globally to address heat-related morbidity and mortality [48]. The possible spread of COVID and future pandemics threaten the accessibility and sustainability of cooling centers. Even if cooling centers open as a greater percent of the population is vaccinated,
as the distribution of vaccinated populations remains inequitable, so does the safety and benefit of using opened cooling centers as refuges from extreme heat [49]. Alternative solutions proposed included monitoring vulnerable persons through phones and social media during extreme heat events. While these interventions are associated with lower death rates [48], they do nothing to ameliorate the immediate experience of extreme heat. Additionally, or alternatively, providing vulnerable homes with AC units is proposed, although the authors recognize that AC is a factor of anthropogenic heat contributing to the UHI effect [48].

The misting station interventions evaluated temporary ‘pop-up’ misting stations. No permanent misting stations were evaluated. The longer-term evaluation criteria for a permanent misting structure may include quantifying the number and demographics of persons who make use of the stations. In the process of developing and evaluating these solutions, analyses to determine optimal misting station locations, perhaps accounting for external factors, such as higher wind speeds, which diminish the misting station cooling capacity, are necessary [32]. Finally, the question of the length of time after using a misting station during which a person feels cooler remains unaddressed by these articles. We were unable to locate research on the health effects in the hours (or minutes) after using a misting station or cooling center.

All cool and green roofs contributed to cooling changes in ambient air or surface temperatures. Evidence of temperature changes are supported by changes in thermal comfort, which is measured as the UTCI [37] or via questionnaires [39]. Energy savings were presented in two of the cool roof interventions, wherein decreased heating and cooling demands on buildings post-cool roof installation contributed to overall reductions in the percent of energy used [24,39]. Only one article directly measured changes in indoor temperatures as a result of rooftop interventions [40]. Demonstrating decreased energy use for cooling, as a result of cool roofs lowering indoor temperatures, would support the economic benefits of cool and green roofing interventions, given that the initial installation of these interventions requires purchasing roofing renovation materials and paying for the labor of the installation of the cool or green roofs.

Limitations

There are other interventions for heat mitigation and adaptation to the effects of urban heat islands, beyond what we covered in this literature review. Cooling centers, misting stations, cool/green roofs, and cool pavement interventions were targeted based on the needs and interests of low-resource communities in the Northeastern US cities of Boston and Chelsea, MA. Other articles assessing city-specific adaptation strategies similarly emphasized the necessity of identifying the heat adaptations applicable within the context of a city’s population, environment, and even regional susceptibilities and vulnerabilities [10,50–52].

Our own focus on particular methods may reflect a limited knowledge of options, as suggested by an international study of awareness of the methods for urban climate adaptation (e.g., targeting city layouts, vegetation/greenspace prevalence and spread, building and surface materials, and anthropogenic heat), finding quite a range of awareness of intervention options and effectiveness at heat adaptation between countries and across ‘urban actors’ (defined as citizens, politicians, urban planners/designers, and urban climate experts) [53]. Several such heat adaptation methods that are beneficial to public health are outlined in a 2021 systematic review [52]. Urban greening, for example, may include green roofs, walls, and the more conventional planting of trees and other cooling vegetation. The authors also provide a list of numerous passive thermal built environment strategies: phase change materials, solar shading, night cooling, building orientation, nocturnal radiation, and insulation [52]. Pertaining to the layout of urban areas, adopting street canyons, increasing shading, and installing surfaces with higher albedo (e.g., cool pavements) have positive health effects during urban heat events [52]. Despite limiting our heat adaptations to four intervention categories, we find that these four capture aspects of both vegetation
(green roofs) and built environment (cooling centers, misting stations, cool roofs, and pavements), as they are outlined in the 2021 review of the health benefits of climate adaptation [52].

5. Conclusions

Across the set of articles found for interventions targeted for consideration—cooling centers, cool pavements, cool and green roofs, and misting stations—we found limited evaluations of, and a lack of standardized evaluation metrics for, estimating the immediate impacts on the thermal comfort or human experience of heat exposures, due to the implementation of the interventions (see Table 2 for breadth of evaluation metrics). Little or no information was provided regarding the costs of implementing the interventions considered. With the goal of providing policy and city planning guidance, intervention evaluations should include several types of cost estimates, i.e., the upfront costs of initial installation of interventions (e.g., building materials and labor required for the installation of cool roofing), as well as the short- and long-term costs for community residents. Finally, many articles were excluded in our literature search, due to a lack of in-situ data collection or implementation of the intervention. As various methods for heat mitigation and adaptation are adopted in cities across the world, standardized methods and criteria for evaluating intervention activities are critical. Through engagement with city officials and other stakeholders on an advisory team, C-HEAT will use study data from a field study of personal and home heat exposures, as well as the information evaluated in this literature review, to build and advise intervention activities.
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Appendix A
Appendix A.1. PubMed Search Terms

strategies” OR “Urban micro-climate” OR “local heat emergency plan” OR “urban heat island” OR “Urban heat Island mitigation” OR “Cool roof” OR “Green Roof” OR “climate-resilient cities” OR “climate resilient city”.

Appendix A.2. Web of Science Search Terms

Each of the four intervention types searched for in the Web of Science advanced search engine also used Boolean terms and the built-in Keyword Plus tool.

Cool roofs search criteria: KP = ((cool roofs OR green roofs OR white roofs) AND (intervention OR interventions OR mitigation OR adaptation) AND (urban or city or cities) AND (heat or urban heat islands or urban heat island or global warming or extreme heat or hot weather or heat stress or heat wave))

Misting centers search criteria: (KP = ((misting centers OR misting OR water spray OR spray OR showers OR hydrants OR fountains) AND (heat or urban heat islands or urban heat island or global warming or extreme heat or hot weather or heat stress or heat wave or hot OR warming OR urban climate OR city or cities) OR AB = ((misting centers OR misting OR water spray OR spray OR showers OR hydrants OR fountains) AND (heat or urban heat islands or urban heat island or global warming or extreme heat OR hot weather OR heat stress OR heat wave or hot OR warming OR climate change OR global warming OR extreme heat OR hot weather OR heat stress OR heat wave)) AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND DOCUMENT TYPES: (Article) Timespan: 1990-2021. Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPC-S, CPC-SSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, ESCI.

Cool pavements search criteria: (KP = ((cool OR cooling) AND (pavements OR sidewalks OR streets OR asphalt OR pavement OR roads OR road) AND (intervention OR interventions OR mitigation OR adaptation) AND (urban or city or cities) AND (heat OR urban heat islands or urban heat island or global warming or extreme heat or hot weather OR heat stress OR heat wave)) OR AB = ((cool OR cooling) AND (pavements OR sidewalks OR streets OR asphalt OR pavement OR roads OR road) AND (intervention OR interventions OR mitigation OR adaptation) AND (urban or city or cities) AND (heat OR urban heat islands or urban heat island or global warming or extreme heat OR hot weather OR heat stress OR heat wave)))) AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND DOCUMENT TYPES: (Article) Indexes = SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPC-S, CPC-SSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, ESCI Timespan = 1990–2021.
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